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In this paper, a different control scheme has been proposed in order to attain the precise 

control between battery and ultracapacitor (UC) of a hybrid energy storage system (HESS). 

An MFB controller is considered with four individual math function corresponding to the 

speed of the motor and treated as a universal controller. Thereafter MFB is integrated with 

a conventional/intelligent controller to attain the main objective of the paper. The considered 

MFB is join with conventional PI as well as ANN and comparative analysis is done between 

two controllers performance based on different time domain specifications. In order to know 

the performance of the specific controller entire circuit can be configured into four modes, 

and each mode of operation, the proposed controllers are implemented separately in 

MATLAB/Simulink. The solar panel is used here to charge the battery directly via control 

switch two, the battery charging and discharging conditions are controlled by the state of 

charge (SOC) as well as the output voltage level of a solar panel converter.  
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1. INTRODUCTION

Replacing of conventional IC engine vehicles is one of the 

alternative methods of reducing pollution content in the 

atmosphere which can be replaced IC engine based vehicles 

with HEVs/EVs. Base fuel supply to the EVs/HEVs during all 

road conditions, corresponding to the vehicle dynamics is the 

major challenge related to HEVs/EVs. Because the base fuel 

used to drive vehicle is not having a high power density of 

ability, which degrades the performance of the vehicle during 

transient periods. To overcome those obstacles base source is 

hybridized with an alternating source, this combination 

capable of delivering energy to the vehicle according to its 

dynamics. 

The photovoltaic generator is used as a base source to drive 

electric train and battery can be used as an auxiliary source. 

The battery is connected at boost converter side on the other 

hand; PVG is connected at buck-boost converter side to 

encounter the load requirement [1]. The existed transportation 

system is one of the major causes to produce greenhouse gases 

during its successive operation. In order to reduce the pollution 

effect on the atmosphere, the conventional transportation 

system is replaced with HEVs/EVs, which are almost eco-

friendly because these are driven by solar power [2]. Different 

types of dc-dc and dc-ac converters are used to supply power 

to the vehicle, which is connected, to common dc bus link. 

Here all type of converters is used to maintain the energy 

management between UC and fuel cell [3]. An adaptive rate 

limit controller is used to divide the energy between sources 

connected in EV as a source, which will enhance the major 

source lifetime [4]. Flywheel and battery are hybridized and 

implemented to propel the HEVs/EVs based on its 

requirement, from that two sources, the battery will act as a 

major source and on the other hand, flywheel acts as a minor 

source [5]. The fuzzy logic based controller is used for 

splitting energy between battery and UC which is used for 

transportation system applied to electric vehicles [6]. A real-

time controller is designed and implemented to HESS powered 

vehicle for proper energy sharing between battery and UC. A 

rule-based controller implemented to the vehicle and 

compared with exited controller performances [7]. A real-time 

controller is with an optimized condition and applied to the 

vehicle for proper power splitting between energy sources 

present in HESS [8]. Especially for plug-in type electric 

vehicles, an algorithm-based controller is designed and 

applied to energy management system [9-10]. Portable UC 

based electric vehicle is designed, in which UC is used for 

stating EV in order to decrease the extra load on the base 

source [11].  

2. MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF 

PHOTOVOLTAIC MODULE

Generally, the PV array is the combination of PV modules, 

which again a combination of a group of PV cells. 

Figure 1. Practical PV cell circuit representation 

Above circuit represents that practical PV cell, in which Rsh 

and Rse are shunt and series resistance. On the other hand, Iph 

is the photon current present in the circuit. 
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The photon current can be represented with 
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Reverse saturation current of the module is given by 
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The saturation current of module is 
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PV module total current is 
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3. SYSTEM MODEL WITH PROPOSED CONTROL 

TECHNIQUE 
 

Complete system block diagram with proposed control 

strategy is represented in Figure 2 which includes a solar panel, 

battery, UC, UDC, BDC, and electric drive. In the entire block 

diagram, controller part is the main focused area, which is used 

to produce to the controlled switching signal to the UDC as 

well as BDC.  The proposed control method is realized mainly 

with two different controllers, in that conventional/intelligent 

controller is used to generate the switching signal and the 

second one is MFB controller is used to regulating the 

switching pulses related to the speed of the motor. The output 

signals of two controllers can be compared in the presence of 

breaker, thereafter the controlled signal is given to the 

switches present in DC-DC converters. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Proposed scheme represented in block diagram 

 

Figure 3 representing the Proposed scheme represented in 

block diagram, which includes different switches named as S1, 

S2, and S3. The BDC contain two switches S2, S3 to perform 

either boost or buck operation and UDC having only one 

switch S1 to perform boost operation. Three control switches 

are connected at different places among battery, solar panel, 

and converter. Here solar power is used to charge the battery 

depending upon the temperature availability and irradiance 

value. If battery SOC shows hundred percentage then the solar 

output is directly associated to UDC through control switch 

one. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Model representation with main converters and PV 

 

 

4. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTROLLERS  
 

To achieve the proposed control objective two different 

controllers are integrated and implemented to the main circuit. 

From those two controllers, MFB controller is the first one and 

acted as a universal controller and the second one is the 

conventional/intelligent controller.  

 

4.1 MFB controller 

 

The main intention of the considered MFB controller is to 

regulate the switching signals of unidirectional (UDC) and 

bidirectional converter (BDC) as per vehicle requirement. This 

has been considered with four individual math functions 

according to the speed of the motor. Each math function 

representing a certain range of speed of an electric motor. The 

MFB controller develops four outputs by taking speed as input, 

outputs of MFB can be represented as U1, U2, U3, and U4. 

This output sometimes is in ON condition sometimes is in OFF 

condition, which is based on the sensed input value by the 

MFB controller.  

 

4.2 Artificial neural network controller (ANN) 

 

In this work, the ANN controller is used to developing the 

switching signal to the switches present in DC-DC converters. 

Here two converters BDC, as well as UDC both, are trained 

using a neural network. Finally, the required output is found 

according to the load requirement. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. General model representation of an artificial neural 

network 
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4.3 PI Controller 

 

The required of a PI controller is find from error value, 

which is obtained from a difference between setpoint (SP), and 

process variable (PV) is given as 
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Figure 5. Conventional representation of PI controller 

 

And the controller final output value is found from bellow 

relation 
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5. MODES OF OPERATION OF CONVERTER MODEL 
 

Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9 are representing the main circuit 

working condition at different load conditions. Figure 6 is 

associated to heavy load condition on the electric motor, which 

shows BDC operation under boost mode. This indicates that 

UC only supplies the whole power demanded by the motor. 

From Figure 7, it is clear that UDC and BDC both collectively 

gives the required power to the motor, which shows that UC 

supporting the base source. Figure 8 is associated to the rated 

load applied, due to which UDC only in operation and battery 

can supply entire power to the load. Finally, Figure 9 shows 

the no load on the motor, in this state BDC (buck) and UDC 

(boost) both are in operation [12]. 

 
 

Figure 6. Model representation with main converters and 

PV, mode one 

Figure 7. Model representation with main converters and 

PV, mode two 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Model representation with main converters and 

PV, mode three 

Figure 9. Model representation with main converters and 

PV, mode four 

 

 

6. IMPLEMENTATION OF PROPOSED CONTROL 

STRATEGY APPORACH  

 

How the controlled pulse signal is developing 

corresponding to the speed of the motor by the designed MBF 

with PI/ANN controller is representing in a simple way with 

Figure 10. Total four modes are considered to know the 

performance of the electric vehicle with different load 

conditions. Each mode is designed corresponding to the speed 

and applied the load to the electric motor. Four modes 

operation related to a speed of the motor can be represented as 

(1) The speed range of electric motor is  4800 rpm then 

MFB controller produces output signal 1 for only U1 which 

initiates the operation of BDC under boost mode. 

(2) If the speed range is from 4600 rpm to 4800 rpm then 

MFB controller develops the output signal as 1 for U1 and U2 

which starts the operation of BDC (boost) and UDC (boost). 

(3) The speed range is from 4801 rpm to 4930 rpm then 

MFB controller develops the output signal as 1 for U3, which 

starts the operation of UDC (boost). 

(4) If the speed range is  4931 rpm then MFB develops 

output signal as 1 for U4 which initiates the operation of BDC 

(buck) and UDC (boost). 
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Figure 10. Flowchart of the proposed control strategy 

 

Figures 11, 12 and 13 are representing the overall control 

structure, which includes how the controlled switching signals 

are producing to specific switch in UDC and BDC. Here the 

combination of MFB with PI/ANN can be producing the 

controlling signal to switches, which is purely, related to the 

speed of the motor. 

The controlled pulse signals will generate to particular 

switch as follows by the designed hybrid controller 

For switch S1: The controlled switching signals are given 

to S1 if the output signal of MFB controller is either U2, U3, 

U4. 

For switch S2: The output signals of the MFB controller 

will generate U4, at this particular condition the controlled 

switching signals are given to switch S2. 

For switch S3: The MFB controller output is U1, U2 then 

the controlled switching signals are provided to the switch S3. 

 

 
 

Figure 11. Controlled switching signals produced structure 

to switch ONE 

 

 
 

Figure 12. Controlled switching signals produced structure 

to switch TWO 

 
 

Figure 13. Controlled switching signals produced structure 

to switch THREE 

 

 

7. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

In this section, four modes simulation results are plotted. 

Figures 14, 18, 22 and 26 are the speed and current responses 

of related to MFB with ANN controller. In the same way 

figures 15, 19, 23 and 27 are the speed and current responses 

corresponding to MFB with PI controller. Figures 16, 20, 24 

and 28 are representing the controlled switching pulses 

produced to BDC and UDC by MFB with ANN controller. In 

the same way figures 17, 21, 25 and 29 are the controlled 

switching pulses produced by the MFB with PI. 

7.1 Mode-I results 

 

 
 

Figure 14. Outcomes of the motor corresponding to MBF 

with ANN controller during mode one operation 

 

 
 

Figure 15. Outcomes of the motor corresponding to MBF 

with PI controller during mode one operation 
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Figure 16 Controlled switching signals produced to UDC 

and BDC by the MBF with ANN controller during mode one 

operation 

 

 
 

Figure 17 Controlled switching signals produced to UDC 

and BDC by the MBF with PI controller during mode one 

operation 

 

7.2 Mode-II results 

 

 
 

Figure 18. Outcomes of the motor corresponding to MBF 

with ANN controller during mode two operation 

 

 
 

Figure 19. Outcomes of the motor corresponding to MBF 

with PI controller during mode two operation 

 
 

Figure 20. Controlled switching signals produced to UDC 

and BDC by the MBF with ANN controller during mode two 

operation 

 

 
 

Figure 21. Controlled switching signals produced to UDC 

and BDC by the MBF with PI controller during mode two 

operation 

 

7.3 Mode-III results 

 

 
 

Figure 22. Outcomes of the motor corresponding to MBF 

with ANN controller during mode three operation. 

 

 
 

Figure 23. Outcomes of the motor corresponding to MBF 

with PI controller during mode three operation 
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Figure 24. Controlled switching signals produced to UDC 

and BDC by the MBF with ANN controller during mode 

three operation 

 

 
 

Figure 25. Controlled switching signals produced to UDC 

and BDC by the MBF with PI controller during mode three 

operation 
 

7.4 Mode-IV results 
 

The battery charging and discharging periods are controlled 

based on the SOC of the battery. Here battery will charge 

whenever its SOC range is less than 20% on the other hand 

discharges the equal energy to the vehicle. From above Figure 

30, it is clear that whenever the battery SOC decreased by less 

than 20% then battery gets charged from the solar energy; 

during that period battery current shows a negative value. In 

the same battery, current shows positive value during 

discharging periods. 
 

 
 

Figure 26. Outcomes of the motor corresponding to MBF 

with ANN controller during mode four operation 
 

 
 

Figure 27. Outcomes of the motor corresponding to MBF 

with PI controller during mode four operation 

 
 

Figure 28. Controlled switching signals produced to UDC 

and BDC by the MBF with ANN controller during mode four 

operation 

 

 
 

Figure 29. Controlled switching signals produced to UDC 

and BDC by the MBF with PI controller during mode four 

operation 

 

7.5 Battery charging and discharging periods with 

parameters 

 

 
 

Figure 30. Various paprmeters of the battery 

 

7.6 Solar panel input parameters with variations 

 

Figure 31 shows that the duty cycle applied to the converter 

connected between the battery and solar panel, solar panel 

input irradiance, and temperature. In this work, power is 

obtained corresponding to different irradiance value as well as 

temperatures. The duty cycle provides to the converter is also 

varied based on the irradiance and temperature values. The 

temperature value changed from 250c to 500c and changed the 

irradiance values from 1000 w/sm to 300 w/sm, obtained 

power at different voltage levels. 

Table 1 representing that the different time periods taken by 

the two controllers to attain steady state after applying the load 

to the motor during different modes of operation. During mode 

one, two and three MFB with ANN controller has taken 0.75 

sec, 0.25 sec and 0.1 sec time to reach steady state. On the 

other hand, MFB with PI controller case in mode one operation, 

the motor does not reach the steady state within a given time 

period, wherein mode two and three cases 0.5 sec, 0.15 sec 

time taken to attain stable state. In both the controller's case, 

during mode four operation no load is applied. During starting 
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of the motor, in case of MFB with ANN controller has taken 

0.15 sec to attain a stable state whereas MFB with PI controller 

has taken 1.6 sec time. 

 

 
 

Figure 31. Various parameters of PV module 

 

Table 1. Performance analysis between two controllers after 

applying load on the electric motor 

 

Controller 

type 

The steady-state time corresponding to different 

loads (sec) 

Mode-I Mode-II Mode-III Mode-IV 

MFB with 

ANN 
0.75 0.25  0.1 

No load 

applied 

MFB with 
PI 

Not 
setelled 

0.5  0.15 
No load 
applied 

 

Table 2. ON/OFF state representation of converters 

S.No 
Type of 

mode 

State 

of 

UDC 

State 

of 

BDC 

Power flow direction 

1 Mode-I Off Boost UC →motor 

2 Mode-II Boost Boost 
Battery + UC→  

motor 

3 
Mode-

III 
Boost Off Battery →motor 

4 
Mode-

IV 
Boost Buck 

Battery →
UC+motor 

 

 

8. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Table 3. Performance analysis of controllers based on time 

domain specifications 

 

Controller 

type 

Delay 

time 

(sec) 

Rise 

time 

(sec) 

Peak 

time 

(sec) 

Settling 

time 

(sec) 

Maximum 

peak 

overshoot 

(%) 

MFB with 

ANN 
0.05 0.08 0.1 0.6 12 

MFB with 

PI 
0.25 1.6 1.7 1.8 7 

 

The solar-powered electric vehicle is implemented with a 

new control strategy approach. The designed MFB controller 

is implemented with ANN and PI and obtain the satisfactory 

results from both the controllers. Among all the controllers, 

MFB played an important role during a transition of energy 

source from one to another related to the speed of the motor. 

Other controllers ANN and PI are used to produce the 

switching pulses to switches in UDC and BDC. In the 

proposed control strategy MFB controller controlled the 

switching signals developed by conventional/intelligent 

controller related to the speed of the motor. Finally, controlled 

pulses are developed and given to the switches in BDC and 

UDC. Comparative analysis has been done between two 

controllers based on different time domain specifications and 

all are tabulated in the conclusion section. 

 

Table 4. Performance analysis between controllers with and 

without load condition 

 

Controller type 

Steady-state 

time at starting 

(sec) 

Steady-state 

time at rated 

load (sec) 

MFB with ANN 0.15 0.1 

MFB with PI 1.6 0.15 
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